**Expulsion by Ionic Complexation: Benchmark Therapy for Atherosclerosis A Review**
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**ABSTRACT**

Ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) chelation therapy has been practiced since longtime for the treatment of cardiovascular diseases, alone or in combination with other treatments. It has been recommended as a harmless, relatively inexpensive and non-surgical method of restoring blood flow in atherosclerotic vessels. Ability of EDTA to form complex with heavy metals like calcium, lead, copper is used to remove calcium from arthrosclerosis plaques which ultimately improves the condition. It can be concluded that chelation therapy is emerging form of complementary or alternative medicine to surgery and can be used in safe manner. Still there is insufficient evidence to decide on the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of chelation therapy in improving clinical outcomes of patients with atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease.

**1. Introduction**

**1.1 Atherosclerosis**

Atherosclerosis is a disease, characterized by thickening of artery wall as a result of the accumulation of calcium and fatty materials such as cholesterol and triglyceride. It occurs largely due to accumulation of macrophages and white blood cells and promoted primarily by LDL (low-density lipoproteins).[1,2] atherosclerosis are directly related to the oxidation of lipids in LDLs that become trapped in the extracellular matrix of the subendothelial space.[3] The cells of the artery wall secrete oxidative products from multiple pathways that can seed the LDL trapped in the subendothelial space and initiate lipid oxidation.[4,5,6] These oxidized lipids activate an NFκB-like transcription factor and induce the expression of genes containing NFκB binding sites. The protein products of these genes initiate an inflammatory response that initially leads to the development of the fatty streak.[7] Middle-aged and older people are more likely to suffer the atherosclerosis, because this fatty buildup usually starts early in life and gradually gets worse over many years.[8] Continuation in plaque builds up, leads to constriction and hardening of the arteries. They become narrower due to loss of their ability to expand and contract as blood flows through them.[9]
1.2 Cholesterol

Cholesterol is a fatty substance that circulates in our blood, required to build and maintain membranes i.e. modulates membrane fluidity.[10,11] Although cholesterol is cooperative for body function, when it crosses its level, it raises our risk of cardiovascular disease, heart attack, stroke and mainly leads to Atherosclerosis.[12,13] So the better way to reduce risk of atherosclerosis is to reduce cholesterol i.e. LDL (Low density lipoprotein) from blood. Generally conventional cardiologists prefer the use of bypass surgery to deal with atherosclerosis. In contrast, the American Heart Association admits that a huge number of these surgeries are, indeed, worthless.[14] So, Chelation therapy is viewed, promoted, and accomplished as a form of complementary/alternative approach to deal with by-pass surgery in atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease.[15] Chelation therapy is the process of removing from the body the undesirable ionic material by the infusion, or taking orally, of an organic compound which has suitable chelating properties.[16] The word chelation is derived from the Greek word chele that means claw (like that of a scorpion or crab).[17] The perception of chelation is based on the surveillance that when a certain amino acid complex called EDTA (ethylenediamine-tetra-acetic acid) make contact with certain positively charged metals and other substances such as lead, iron, copper, calcium, magnesium, zinc, plutonium and manganese, it get complexes with them, and sweeps them. In EDTA, a metal ion, two oxygen atoms and two Nitrogen atoms comprise squares (Figure 3).[18] EDTA is thought to attach itself to life threatening plaque and cholesterol deposits on artery walls and then remove these deposits gently, allowing them to be ultimately filtered out of the blood by the kidneys.[19,20] EDTA binds and chelates calcium, one of the components of atherosclerotic plaque, it removes calcium from plaque, which leads to the loosening and breaking of plaques. This is the rationale behind chelation therapy for high cholesterol. So in short Chelation therapy involves, repeated intravenous administration of EDTA [21,22] and EDTA therapy as prescribed is not considered a highly invasive or harmful therapy. [23] Olszewer and Carter during their study on 2870 patients, demonstrated the marked effect in peripheral vascular disease using EDTA chelation.[24]
Some people may assume that EDTA depletes, needed level of calcium in the body. However, EDTA not only lowers blood calcium but also stimulates the parathyroid gland to produce a hormone called parathormone. These further accounts for removing calcium from places such as the inside of arteries and deposits it in the right places, such as bone. So, IV chelation makes us physiologically younger because it moves calcium from our arteries and makes our bones more stronger.[25] Dr. Gordon, the pioneer of chelation therapy comments, "The more chelation we give people, the less osteoporosis they have and the less calcium accumulation there is in their blood vessels."[26]

2. Methods
Once it has been established that there is a problem which could benefit from EDTA infusion, a series of treatments are scheduled, about two or three times per week. Most chelation centers treat patients in a group setting.

2.1 Intravenous EDTA chelation
Intravenous EDTA is preferred as it has a direct and powerful effect on the body almost immediately. This treatment last for 3 to 4 hours, in which about 1,500 mg to 3,000 mg of EDTA is administered along with vitamin C and other nutrients. The infusion will usually be administered in a large room with appropriate seating.[27, 28]

2.2 Oral EDTA
Generally oral EDTA is appropriate for people whose condition is less severe and does not demand attention without delay. About 5%-10% of an oral dose of EDTA is absorbed into the bloodstream, compared with 100% of an IV dose. Over the course of 5 or 6 weeks, regular use of oral EDTA can be as beneficial as a single IV EDTA session.[27, 28]

2.3 Administration of chelation therapy
Medical Examination[29, 30]

Prior to administering EDTA infusion, it is necessary to check whether the patient has a condition that will benefit or not from the therapy. After primary test, comprehensive personal and family history is taken with special emphasis on all aspects of previous health problems and current status. All details related with Patients diet, habits, emotional status, exercise, stress levels and a detailed listing of symptoms is also taken. A full physical examination will also be performed with special emphasis on the circulatory and respiratory systems.

After that, a series of medical tests such as electrocardiogram, chest X-Ray, blood tests, urine tests, diet and other tests and hair analysis is also carried out. To determine how the heart, lungs and circulation respond to activity, an exercise tolerance tests are used. A Doppler (sound wave) examination will be carried out to establish a 'before' picture of circulatory system.

2.4 Four phases of cleansing in chelation therapy [31]
   i. Phase I
   Phase I involves few sessions (usually 3 to 5) which are most difficult one. During this patient may go through various cleansing reactions, the intensity of which varies in every individual depending on their health status, dietary habits and life style. The patient may suffer from most common reactions like tiredness, headache, gastric upset, sometimes loose stools, dizziness etc, but it may not last more than 24 hrs after the Chelation session.

   ii. Phase II
   After first few extreme sessions, intensity of symptoms subsides completely or decreases in some extent. Chelation sessions leave one slightly exhausted and indolent for the rest of the day.

   iii. Phase III
   After about 10 to 15 days of the first session, first signs of improvement may begin to show up in the form of increased vitality, and clarity of sensory perceptions. These signs are usually clearer in patients who are pretty toxic and weak at the beginning of the treatment.

   iv. Phase IV
This phase comes about 6 to 10 weeks after the course of Chelation therapy. Here beneficial detoxification effects start to show in more pronounced manner. This health benefits may vary from person to person. This effects may include; improvement in overall health status, improvement in skin texture, increased joint flexibility and decrease or complete healing of joint pains (e.g. knee pain, back pain), weight reduction in overweight individuals, improved fertility and sexual potency etc.

2.5 Applications of chelation [32-37]
- Reduction of blockages in the heart and brain.
- Ease chest pain.
- Lower high cholesterol and high blood pressure to normal levels.
- Helps to rejuvenate your cardiovascular system.
- Reduces toxic lead and metal deposits and abnormal calcium deposits.
- Prevents abnormal blood clotting.
- Helps increase in life expectancy.
- Soothe painful, stiff and inflamed joints.
- Restore blood sugar balance.
- conquer male erectile problems.
- Rebirth of blood flow.
- Helps to improve conduction in all degrees of A-V heart block.
- Helps to abolish extra heart beats, skipped beats and rapid heart beats.

2.6 Cost of treatment [38]
Depending upon geographical area and what materials are placed into the infusion, chelation costs approximately in the range of $60 to $150 per infusion. Different nutritional supplements like Vitamins, worth of $20 to $200 per month is also prescribed during the course of therapy.
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